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Fig. 1. Fine smoke animations from low-resolution simulation inputs.We present a versatile method for dynamic upsampling of smoke flows which
handles a variety of animation contexts: (a) generalized synthesis, where a few pairs of low-res and high-res simulations are used as a training set (here, a
smoke simulation with a single ball obstacle, and another one with 5 balls arranged in a vertical plane), from which one can synthesize a high-res simulation
from any coarse input (here, 5 balls at a 45◦ angle compared to the second training simulation); (b) restricted synthesis, where the training set contains only a
few sequences (here, 4 simulations with various inlet sizes), leading to faster training and more predictive synthesis results (the input simulation uses an inlet
size not present in the training set); and (c) re-simulation, where the training set consists of only one simulation, from which we can quickly “re-simulate” the
original flow very realistically for small variations of the original animation (here, vortex rings colliding). Note that all our synthesized high-resolution smoke
animations share strong similarities with their corresponding fine numerical simulations, even if they are generated over an order of magnitude faster.
Simulating turbulent smoke flows is computationally intensive due to their
intrinsic multiscale behavior, thus requiring relatively high resolution grids
to fully capture their complexity. For iterative editing or simply faster gen-
eration of smoke flows, dynamic upsampling of an input low-resolution
numerical simulation is an attractive, yet currently unattainable goal. In
this paper, we propose a novel dictionary-based learning approach to the
dynamic upsampling of smoke flows. For each frame of an input coarse
animation, we seek a sparse representation of small, local velocity patches of
the flow based on an over-complete dictionary, and use the resulting sparse
coefficients to generate a high-resolution smoke animation sequence. We
propose a novel dictionary-based neural network which learns both a fast
evaluation of sparse patch encoding and a dictionary of corresponding coarse
and fine patches from a sequence of example simulations computed with any
numerical solver. Our upsampling network then injects into coarse input
sequences physics-driven fine details, unlike most previous approaches that
only employed fast procedural models to add high frequency to the input.
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We present a variety of upsampling results for smoke flows and offer com-
parisons to their corresponding high-resolution simulations to demonstrate
the effectiveness of our approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Visual simulation of smoke is notoriously difficult due to its highly
turbulent nature, resulting in vortices spanning a vast range of
space and time scales. As a consequence, simulating the dynamic
behavior of smoke realistically requires not only sophisticated non-
dissipative numerical solvers [Kim et al. 2005; Selle et al. 2008; Zhang
et al. 2015], but also a spatial discretization with sufficiently high
resolution to capture fine-scale structures, either uniformly [Kim
et al. 2008b; Zehnder et al. 2018] or adaptively [Losasso et al. 2004;
Weißmann and Pinkall 2010a; Zhang et al. 2016]. This inevitably
makes such direct numerical simulations computationally intensive.
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Fig. 2. Coarse vs. fine smoke simulations.A smoke simulation computed
using a low (top: 50× 75× 50) vs. a high resolution (bottom: 200× 300× 200)
respectively, for the same Reynolds number (5000). Flow structures are
visually quite distinct since different resolutions resolve different physical
scales, thus producing quite different instabilities.
In order to compromise between efficiency and visual realism
for large scale scenes, the general concept of physics-inspired up-
sampling of dynamics [Kavan et al. 2011] can be leveraged: low-
resolution simulations can be computed first, from which a highly-
detailed flow is synthesized using fast procedural models that are
only loosely related with the underlying fluid dynamics, e.g., noise-
based [Bridson et al. 2007; Kim et al. 2008a] or simplified turbulence
models [Pfaff et al. 2010; Schechter and Bridson 2008]. Very recently,
machine learning has even been proposed as a means to upsample a
coarse flow simulation [Chu and Thuerey 2017] (or even a downsam-
pled flow simulation [Werhahn et al. 2019; Xie et al. 2018]) to obtain
finer and more visually-pleasing results inferred from a training set
of actual simulations. However, while current upsampling methods
can add visual complexity to a coarse input, the synthesized high-
resolution fluid flow often fails to exhibit the correct fine details
that the original physical equations are expected to give rise to: the
inability to properly capture small-scale vortical structures leads to
visual artifacts, making the resulting flows not quite realistic.
Synthesizing a high-resolution flow from a low-resolution one
is fundamentally difficult because their global and local structures
can differ significantly (see Fig. 2 for an example). Discrepancy
between low-res and high-res numerical simulations is not only
due to discretization errors, but also to flow instabilities, becoming
more pronounced for high Reynolds number flows. However, one
could hope that many of the details of the flow can be inferred by
comparing local patches of the input coarse flow to a catalog of
existing low-res/high-res pairs of numerical simulations: a proper
local encoding of existing upsampled sequences could help predict
the appearance and evolution of fine structures from existing coarse
input simulations — in essence, learning how the natural shedding
of small vortices appears from the corresponding coarse simula-
tion. In this paper, we propose to upsample smoke motions through
dictionary learning [Garcia-Cardona and Wohlberg 2018] (a com-
mon approach in image upsampling [Yang et al. 2010]) based on
the observation that although turbulent flows look complex, local
structures and their evolution do not differ significantly as they
adhere to the self-advection process prescribed by the fluid equa-
tions: local learning through sparse coding followed by synthesis
through a dictionary-based neural network is thus more physically
appropriate than global learning methods such as convolutional
neural networks [Tompson et al. 2017].
1.1 Related Work
Smoke animation has beenwidely studied formore than two decades
in computer graphics. We review previous work relevant to our
contributions, covering both traditional simulation of smoke and
data-driven approaches to smoke animation.
Numerical smoke simulation. Smoke animation has relied most
frequently on numerical simulation of fluids in the past. Fast fluid
solvers [Stam 1999], and their higher-order [Kim et al. 2005; Selle
et al. 2008], momentum-preserving [Lentine et al. 2010] or advection-
reflection [Zehnder et al. 2018] variants, can efficiently simulate
smoke flows on uniform grids. However, creating complex smoke an-
imations requires relatively high resolutions to capture fine details.
Unstructured grids [Ando et al. 2013; de Goes et al. 2015; Klingner
et al. 2006; Mullen et al. 2009] and adaptive methods, where higher
resolutions are used in regions of interest and/or with more fluc-
tuations [Losasso et al. 2004; Setaluri et al. 2014; Zhu et al. 2013]
have been proposed to offer increased efficiency — but the presence
of smoke turbulence in the entire domain often prevents compu-
tational savings in practice. On the other hand, particle methods,
e.g, smoothed particle hydrodynamics [Akinci et al. 2012; Becker
and Teschner 2007; Desbrun and Gascuel 1996; Ihmsen et al. 2014;
Peer et al. 2015; Solenthaler and Pajarola 2009; Winchenbach et al.
2017] and power particles [de Goes et al. 2015] can easily handle
adaptive simulations. However, a large number of particles are nec-
essary to obtain realistic smoke animations to avoid poor numerical
accuracy for turbulent flows. Hybrid methods [Jiang et al. 2015;
Raveendran et al. 2011; Zhang and Bridson 2014; Zhang et al. 2016;
Zhu and Bridson 2005], which combine both particles and grids,
can be substantially faster but particle-grid interpolations usually
produce strong dissipation unless polynomial basis functions are
used for improved numerics [Fu et al. 2017]. These methods remain
very costly in the context of turbulent smoke simulation. Another
set of approaches that can simulate smoke flow details efficiently
are vortex methods [Golas et al. 2012; Park and Kim 2005]; in par-
ticular, vortex filaments [Weißmann and Pinkall 2010b] and vortex
sheets [Brochu et al. 2012; Pfaff et al. 2012] are both effective ways
to simulate turbulent flows for small numbers of degrees of freedom,
and good scalability can be achieved with fast summation tech-
niques [Zhang and Bridson 2014]. However, no existing approach
has been proposed to upsample low-resolution vortex-based simula-
tions to full-blown high-resolution flows to further accelerate fluid
motion generation. We note finally that a series of other numerical
methods have been developed to offer efficiency through the use of
other fluid models [Chern et al. 2016] or of massively-parallelizable
mesoscopic models like the lattice Boltzmann method [Chen and
Doolen 1998; De Rosis 2017; d’Humières 2002; Geier et al. 2006; Li
et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2012; Lycett-Brown et al. 2014], but here again,
the ability to run only a coarse simulation to quickly generate a
high-resolution fluid motion has not been investigated.
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Early upsampling attempts. Over the years, various authors have
explored ways to remediate the shortcomings induced by numer-
ical simulation on overly coarse grids in the hope of recovering
high-resolution results. Reinjecting fine details through vorticity
confinement [Fedkiw et al. 2001; John Steinhoff 1994], Kolmogorov-
driven noise [Bridson et al. 2007; Kim et al. 2008b], vorticity correc-
tion [Zhang et al. 2015], smoke style transfer [Sato et al. 2018] or
modified turbulence models [Pfaff et al. 2010; Schechter and Brid-
son 2008] partially helps, but visually important vortical structures
are often lost: none of these approaches provides a reliable way to
increase the resolution substantially without clearly deviating from
the corresponding simulation on a fine computational grid.
Data-driven approaches. Given the computational complexity of
smoke animation through numerical simulation, data-driven ap-
proaches have started to emerge in recent years as a promising
alternative. Some techniques proposed generating a flow field en-
tirely based on a trained network, completely avoiding numerical
simulation for fluid flows [Guo et al. 2016; Jeong et al. 2015; Kim et al.
2019; Wiewel et al. 2019]. Other data-driven methods either try to
solve fluid flow equations more efficiently, (e.g., the work of [Tomp-
son et al. 2017; Umetani and Bickel 2018] trains a neural network
to quickly predict pressure without solving the Poisson equation),
or directly synthesize flow details for smoke and liquid animations
from low-resolution simulations, (e,g., [Chu and Thuerey 2017; Wer-
hahn et al. 2019; Xie et al. 2018] create high frequency smoke details
based on neural networks, while [Um et al. 2018] models fine-detail
splashes for liquid simulations from existing data). Yet, these re-
cent data-driven upsampling approaches do not generate turbulent
smoke flows that are faithful to their physical simulations using
similar boundary conditions: the upsampling of a coarse motion
fails to reconstruct physically-meaningful (and more importantly,
visually-expected) details, e.g., vortex ring dynamics, leapfrogging
phenomena, etc. Our work focuses on addressing this deficiency via
a novel neural network based on dictionary learning.
1.2 Overview
Although smoke flows exhibit intricate structures as a whole, the
short-term evolution of a local patch of smoke is in fact quite simple,
following a restricted gamut of behaviors. The complexity of high
resolution turbulent flow fields mainly comes from the rich combi-
nation of these local motions, only constrained to respect a global
incompressibility condition. Given that coarse simulations already
enforce incompressibility, this patch-based view of the motion mo-
tivates the idea of dictionary learning, as used in image upsampling,
to achieve physically-driven upsampling for coarse smoke flows.
However, existing dictionary learning methods for image upsam-
pling cannot be directly used for flow synthesis. First and foremost,
we have to learn structures from vector fields (or vortex fields)
instead of scalar fields, a much richer set than typical image up-
sampling methods are designed for. Second, we are dealing with a
dynamical system instead of a static image, so we must also adapt
the actual upsampling process appropriately.
In this paper, we propose a novel network structure for dictionary
learning of smoke flow upsampling, where the integration of fine
Navier-Stokes flow patches is learned from their coarse versions.
Fig. 3. Dictionary learning for image upsampling. In order to synthe-
size high-resolution images, one prepares a training set of local patch pairs
(yil and y
i
h ) from low and high resolution images respectively (left), from
which we can learn two dictionaries (Dl and Dh ). Given a low resolution
image, each coarse patch is then used to predict a set of sparse coefficients
w such that the corresponding patch in the high-resolution image can be
synthesized using Dh and the same sparse coefficients w.
We ensure good spatial and temporal coherency by directly learning
from the high-resolution residuals between coarse motion predic-
tions and actual fine motion counterparts. Plausible high-resolution
flows can then be quickly synthesized from low-resolution simula-
tions, providing much better approximation to the real fine-scale
dynamics than existing data-driven methods, and with computing
efficiency often over an order of magnitude faster than direct sim-
ulation depending on the resolution for upsampling; for instance,
Fig. 1 shows examples of animation results generated from three
types of upsampling based on our dictionary learning approach,
where coarse simulations are upsampled by a factor of 64 (4×4×4)
using different training sets, all revealing the typical vortex struc-
tures that a (significantly more) costly fine simulation would exhibit.
We demonstrate that our approach provides a visually-plausible
interpolation between (and to a certain extent, extrapolation from)
training examples to produce upsampling of a coarse smoke flow
simulation. We also evaluate our results in terms of visual quality,
energy spectrum, synthesis error compared to fine simulations, as
well as computing performance in order to thoroughly validate the
advantages of our method.
2 BACKGROUND ON DICTIONARY LEARNING
Wefirst review traditional dictionary learning for image up-sampling,
as its foundations and algorithms will be key to our contributions
once properly adapted to our animation context.
2.1 Foundations
In image upsampling, a high-resolution image is synthesized from
a low-resolution image with a learned dictionary of local patches as
summarized in Fig. 3: the input low-resolution image is first written
as a sparse weighted sum of local “coarse” patches; then the resulting
high-resolution image is written as the weighted sum, with exactly
the same weights, of the corresponding “fine” (upsampled) patches,
when each corresponding pair of coarse and fine patches comes
from a training set of upsampled examples. One thus needs to find
a dictionary of patch pairs, and a way to write any low-resolution
image as a linear combination of coarse dictionary patches.
Role of a dictionary. A dictionary for image upsampling is a set
of upsampled low-resolution local patches {dli }i of all the same
size, and their associated high-resolution local patches {dhi }i (for
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instance, all of the size 5×5 pixels). By storing the dictionary patches
as vectors, any upsampled coarse patch yl can be approximated by
a patch y˜l that is a sparse linear combination of coarse dictionary
patches, i.e., y˜l =
∑
i widil with a sparse set of coefficients wi . An
upsampled patch y˜h corresponding to the input upsampled coarse
patch yl can then be expressed as y˜h =
∑
i widih . For convenience,
we will denote by Dl the matrix storing all the coarse dictionary
patches Dl =
(
dh1 ...d
h
N
)
(where each patch is stored as a vector),
and similarly for all the high-resolution dictionary patches using
Dh — such that a patch y˜l (resp., y˜h ) can be concisely computed as
Dlw (resp., Dhw) where w= (w1, ...,wN ).
Finding a dictionary. For a given training set of coarse and fine
image pairs, we can find a dictionary with N patch elements by
making sure that it not only captures all coarse patches well, but its
high-resolution synthesis also best matches the input fine images. If
we denote by Yl the vector storing all the coarse patches yl available
from the training set and by Yh the vector of their corresponding
fine patches yh , the dictionaries as well as the sparse weights are
found through a minimization [Yang et al. 2010]:
arдmin
Dl ,Dh,w
1
2
Yl − Y˜l (Dl )22 + Yh − Y˜h (Dh )22 + λ ∥w∥1 , (1)
which evaluates the representative power of the coarse dictionary
patches (through the first term) and the resulting upsampling quality
(using the ℓ2 difference between the upsampled patches Y˜h and their
ground-truth counterparts Yh ) while penalizing non-sparse weights
via an ℓ1 norm of w times a regularization factor λ. Solving for the
dictionary patches minimizing this functional is achieved using the
K-SVD method [Aharon et al. 2006].
Upsampling process. Once the training stage has learned a dic-
tionary, then upsampling a low-resolution input image is done by
finding a sparse linear combination of the coarse dictionary patches
for each local patch of the input. The method of orthogonal match-
ing pursuit (OMP) is typically used to find the appropriate (sparse)
weights that best reproduce a local patch based on the dictionaries
(other pursuit methods used in graphics can potentially be used
too [Teng et al. 2015; Von Tycowicz et al. 2013]), from which the
high-resolution patch is directly reconstructed using these weights,
now applied to the high-resolution dictionary patches. The final
high-resolution simulation frame is generated by blending all locally
synthesized high-resolution patches together.
2.2 Scalable solver to find sparse linear combinations
Looking ahead at our task at hand, the fact that we will have to deal
with 3D vector-based fieldswill make the dimension of the vectors yl
quite larger than what is typically used in image upsampling. In this
case, the OMP-based optimization required to perform upsampling
will become extremely slow, and may even return poor results as
shown in Fig. 5(b). Thus, a more efficient method to compute w
given a low-resolution patch is required. One scalable approach is
the LISTA neural network proposed by Gregor and LeCun [Gregor
and LeCun 2010]: it is a learning-based formulation derived from
the iterative shrinkage thresholding algorithm (ISTA) [Daubechies
et al. 2004] using the iteration process:
wt+1 = β
(
Swt + BY ; λ
)
, (2)
Fig. 4. Original LISTA network. Illustration of feed-forward LISTA neural
network [Gregor and LeCun 2010] with T layers.
where B=hDT , S= I − BD (I being the identity matrix) with D=
[Dl ;Dh ]T the matrix concatenating the coarse and fine dictionary
patches and Y= [Yl ;Yh ]T ; h is the iteration step size, and β(· ; ·) is a
vector function constructed to enforce the sparsity of w:
βi (x ; λ) = sgn(xi ) max {|xi | − λ, 0} , (3)
where βi is the i-th component of the output vector from the vec-
tor function β ; xi represents the i-th component of vector x. This
immediately corresponds to a feed-forward neural network with
T layers, see Fig. 4, where t in Eq. (2) denotes the t-th layer in the
network, and β is the activation function of the network.
In the original LISTA algorithm, in order to enable better predic-
tion of the finalw, B and S are both updated during learning while λ
remains fixed. The number of layers in the network corresponds to
the total number of iterations in Eq. (2), with more layers typically
leading to more accurate prediction. The network is trained using a
set of pairs {(yi ,wi ), i = 1, 2, ...,k .}, whose weights are computed
using the OMP method on a given learned dictionary D, and with a
loss function for the network defined as:
LT (Θ) = 1
k
k∑
i=1
∥wT (yi ;Θ) −wi ∥22 , (4)
where T is the index of the output layer, and Θ is the vector assem-
bled from all parameters (including B, S and λ from Eq. (2)). After
training, we can use the learned Θ to predict w from an input yl by
going through the whole network. This LISTA-based solve provides
much higher efficiency than the traditional OMP approach.
2.3 Inadequacy of direct upsampling on coarse simulation
While the idea of upsampling a coarse smoke motion in a frame-by-
frame fashion through a direct application of the image upsampling
approach presented above sounds attractive, it is bound to fail for
a number of reasons. First, the issue of coherency over time is not
addressed at all: the weights used for a given spatial region over two
successive frames have no reasons to bear any resemblance to each
other, thus potentially creating motion flickering. Second, one major
difference between the image upsampling problem and our smoke
upsampling target is that the coarse and fine simulations can differ
widely due to the chaotic changes that turbulence naturally exhibits
(Fig. 2). Indeed, image upsampling relies on an energy (Eq. (1)) which
puts coarse approximation and fine approximation errors on equal
footing, and the LISTA approach based on the iterative optimization
of Eq. (2) may also fail to converge to the right OMP solution if yl
and yh differ significantly in structure, since it performs essentially
a local search (see Fig. 5(c) for such an experiment). This suggests a
change of both the objective for smoke upsampling and the LISTA
network formulation. We present our approach next based on the
idea that the coarse simulation can be used as a predictor of the local
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Fig. 5. Strategies for upsampling. From an input low-resolution simulation in (a) (its fine simulation counterpart is shown as inset), the most straightforward
method to upsample it is to use the traditional dictionary learning from image up-sampling, this time in 3D, using either the OMP method (b) or a LISTA
network (c) — but because of how different low and high resolution simulations look, they both produce poor synthesis results; reformulating the problem as a
dictionary learning reconstruction, we can obtain much better result in (d), although it tends to be slightly noisy; with our novel network and by representing
each local patch with velocities only (e), the results exhibit spatial and temporal incoherence; when adding to each local patch spatial and time codes (f), a
coherent synthesis can be obtained, looking quite close to the fine simulation counterpart.
motion, from which the correction needed to get a high resolution
frame is found through dictionary learning.
3 SMOKE UPSAMPLING VIA DICTIONARY LEARNING
We now delve into our approach for smoke upsampling. We pro-
vide the intuition behind our general approach, before detailing
the new neural network. Finally, we discuss how we augment the
patch representation to offer a spatially and temporally coherent
upsampling of smoke flows, and provide a simple method to have a
better training of our upsampling network.
3.1 Our approach at a glance
Based on the relevance of dictionary learning to the upsampling of
smoke flows, but given the inadequacy of the current techniques to
the task at hand, we propose a series of changes in the formulation
of the upsampling problem.
Prediction/correction. In our dynamical context, it is often ben-
eficial to consider a motion as a succession of changes in time.
We thus formulate the upsampling of a coarse patch yl as a patch
y˜h =up(yl ) + ∆h , where up(·) corresponds to a straighforward spa-
tial upsampling through direct enlargment of the coarse patch, and
∆h is a residual high-resolution patch. This amounts to a predictor-
corrector upsampling, where the coarse patch is first upsampled
straightforwardly by up(·) before details are added. The residual
patches should not be expected to only have small magnitudes,
though: as we discussed earlier, differences between coarse and fine
simulations can be large in turbulent regions of the flow. Since we
will use a dictionary of these high-frequency details, their magni-
tude has no negative influence, only their diversity matters.
Residual dictionary. Since a smoke flow locally follows the Navier-
Stokes equations, we can expect that the residuals can be well ex-
pressed by a fine dictionary Dh . This is indeed confirmed numeri-
cally: if one uses K-SVD to solve for a high-resolution dictionary
(of 400 patches) with around 3M training patches from a single
fine simulation, the dictionary-based reconstruction is almost vi-
sually perfect (albeit a little noisier) as demonstrated in Fig. 5(d),
confirming that the local diversity of motion is, in fact, limited. We
thus expect a residual ∆h in our approach to be well approximated
by a sparse linear combination of elements of a (high-resolution)
dictionary Dh , i.e., a residual is nearly of the form ∆h ≈Dhw. Just
like in the case of image upsampling, sparsity of the weights is
preferable as it avoids the unnecessary blurring introduced by the
linear combination of too many patches.
Variational formulation. For efficiency reasons, we discussed in
Sec. 2.3 that using a LISTA-based evaluation of the sparse weights
is highly preferable to the use of OMP. This means that we need
to train a network to learn to compute, based on a coarse input yl ,
the sparse weights w(yl ). Thus, in essence, we wish to modify the
traditional upsampling minimization of Eq.(1) to instead minimize
the errors in reconstruction of the type ∥yh − up(yl ) − Dhw(yl )∥22
on a large series of training patches (with control over the spar-
sity of w) while also training a LISTA-like network for the weights.
Other notions of reconstruction errors, based on the vorticity, the
difference of gradients, or even the divergence of the upsampled
patches would also be good to incorporate in order to offer more
user control over the upsampling process.
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Fig. 6. Our dictionary-based neural network. We modify the original
LISTA network of Fig. 4 by adding layer-specific matrices St , regularization
parameters λt as well as the residual dictionary as parameters to learn.
Based on these assumptions, we introduce a new neural network
design, where learning a (high-resolution residual) dictionary and
training a network to efficiently compute sparse linear coefficients
are done simultaneously—thus requiring a single optimization.
3.2 Neural network design
Our proposed network follows mostly the structure of the LISTA
network for sparse coding [Gregor and LeCun 2010], in the sense
that it is also composed of several layers representing an iterative
approximation of the sparse weights. Two key differences are intro-
duced: first, we add more flexibility to the network by letting each of
the T layers not only have its own regularization parameter λt , but
also its own matrix St ; second, while the original LISTA network
refers to the the sparse weights w computed by the OMP method to
define the loss, our loss will be measured based on the quality of the
reconstruction engendered by the final weights and the dictionary
Dh (the loss will be explicitly provided next in Sec. 3.3). Our fast
approximation of sparse coding is achieved through the following
modified LISTA-like iteration
wt+1 = β
(
Stwt + By ; λt
)
, (5)
where β is the same activation function as in Eq. (3) to enforce
sparsity of w. Our novel neural network, summarized in Fig. 6, can
optimize all its network parameters (i.e., the residual dictionary
Dh , mapping matrices St , regularization parameters λt , and the
matrix B) by the standard back-propagation procedure through the
T different layers during learning as we will go over later.
3.3 Loss function design
To successfully guide our network during training, an important
factor is the choice of loss function. Unlike the LISTA network
for which the loss function from Eq. (4) requires a set of sparse
coefficients w, we construct our loss function directly based on the
quality of synthesis results of our network.
ℓ2 synthesis error. One measure for our loss function is the differ-
ence between an upsampled patch y˜ih found from a low-resolution
patch yil and the ground-truth high-resolution patch y
i
h from a
training set containing K patches:
Eℓ =
K∑
i=1
yih − (yil + DhwT (yil ;Θ))22 , (6)
where wT contains the final approximation of the weights since
T is the last layer of our network, and the vector Θ stores all our
network parameters (Dh , B, St and λt for t =1...T ).
Sobolev synthesis error. However, using the ℓ2 normmeasure alone
in the loss function is not sufficient to correctly differentiate high fre-
quency structures. Thus, we also employ the ℓ2 norm of the gradient
error between synthesized patches and ground-truth patches:
Eд =
K∑
i=1
∇[yih ] − ∇[yil + DhwT (yil ;Θ)]22 . (7)
where ∇[·] is a component-wise gradient operator defined as ∇[x] =
[∇x1,∇x2, ...,∇xn ]T .
Divergence synthesis error. Since we are synthesizing incompress-
ible fluid flows, it also makes sense to include in the loss function a
measure of the divergence error between synthesized and ground-
truth patches. While ground-truth patches are divergence-free if a
patch representation purely based on the local vector field is used,
we will argue that other fields (e.g., vorticity) can be used as well;
hence for generality, we use:
Ed =
k∑
i=1
∇ · (yih ) − ∇ · (yil + DhwT (yil ;Θ))22 . (8)
Final form of our loss function. We express our loss function as:
LT (Θ) = αlEl + αдEд + αdEd + αΘ ∥Θ∥22 , (9)
where the last ℓ2 norm on the network parameters helps avoiding
over-fitting during learning. The parameters αl , αд , αd and αΘ help
balance between training and test losses, and we set them to αl =1,
αд =0.05, αd =0.05 and αΘ=0.5 in all our training experiments. One
may notice that these values differ significantly, especially for the
terms involving gradients; this is because although input velocities
are normalized, the gradient values may have much larger ranges,
which should be given smaller parameter values.
3.4 Augmented patch encoding
Until now, we have not discussed what is exactly encoded in a local
patch. Since we are trying to upsample a vector field in order to vi-
sualize the fine behavior of a smoke sequence, an obvious encoding
of the local coarse flow is to use a small patch of coarse velocities,
storing the velocities present in an n×n×n local neighborhood in a
vector yl of length N where N =3n3 in this case; a high-resolution
patch is similarly encoded, involving a finer subgrid representing
the same spatial size as the coarse patch. Using our network with
such an encoding already performs reasonably well as Fig. 5(e)
demonstrates, but the results are not fully spatially and temporally
coherent, at times creating visual artifacts. Fortunately, we designed
our approach to be general so that a number of improvements can
be made to remedy this situation. Of course, growing the size n of
the local patch itself would be one solution, but it would come at
the cost of a dramatic increase in computational complexity and
learning time, defeating the very purpose of our effort. We can,
instead, keep the same spatial patch size n, but augment the patch
with extra data to help further improve spatio-temporal coherence
by making the prediction of our residual dictionary less myopic:
increasing N helps provide more dynamic context for both learning
and synthesis of high-resolution smoke flows.
Space-time encoding. For very contrived examples where there is
no significant changes in the scene to upsample compared to the
learning examples, we can add space and time encoding to the patch
by augmenting each input patch vector with spatial and temporal
components as sketched in Fig 7. To encode the patch position,
Morton codes [Karras 2012] can be used as they have nice locality
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Fig. 7. Augmented patch through space-time hard-coding. We can
use an augmented patch representation to improve spatial and temporal
coherence: in addition to the velocity field, we add Morton code of the patch
center, the time code of simulation time step the patch comes from, as well
as any relevant other code involved in the simulation, such as the inlet size
and position, to form our new patch representation vector.
properties compared to a simple 3D offset vector. For each local
patch, the Morton code corresponding to its center is simply added
to the representation vector of that patch. For temporal encoding,
the time step normalized by the maximum number of time steps of
the simulation sequence can also be added to the representation vec-
tor. In addition, to support variation of flow conditions, the various
simulation parameters (such as different inlet sizes and positions)
can be taken as extra codes to be added to the representation vector.
Knowledge of the position and time as well as the system parameters
that a patch in the training set is coming from obviously guide the
synthesis tremendously, as their relevance to a similar simulation
is directly encoded into the patch representation. However, this
brute-force encoding is very rigid, and should only be employed
for scenarios where the animation sequence to be upsampled and
simulation parameters are quite similar to the training simulations.
Figs. 5(f), 19 & 20 show how exceedingly well the results of this ap-
proach can perform, providing a very efficient exploration through
learning of motions near a given set of animation sequences.
Phase-space encoding. However, space-time encoding prevents
more universal generality: if a simulation sequence to be upsampled
is markedly different from any of the training simulation sequences,
adding space and time information to the patches can in fact degrade
the results as it implicitly guides the network to use patches in simi-
lar places and at similar times even if it is absolutely not appropriate
in the new simulation. Instead, we wish to augment patch data with
more information about the local dynamical behavior of the flow.
One simple idea is to use phase space information: instead of using
only the local vector field stored as yl , we can encode the patch with
the time history of this local patch: [ytl , yt−1l , ..., yt−τl ] where τ is
the maximum number of previous time steps to use. Note that just
picking τ =2 corresponds in fact to the typical input of a full-blown
integrator: knowing both the current and previous local vector fields
is enough to know both velocity and acceleration of the flow locally.
Our upsampling approach using this τ =2 case can thus really be
understood as a learned predictor-corrector integrator of the fine
motion based on the two previous coarse motions: the coarse simu-
lation serves, once directly upsampled to a higher-resolution grid,
as a prediction, to which a correction is added via learned dynamic
behaviors from coarse-fine animation pairs. Figs. 1(a) & 17 show the
results of such a phase-space representation, with which a variety
of synthesis results can be obtained.
Comparing the results of the new patch encoding with the one
containing only the velocity field in Fig. 5(e), we see that the aug-
mented representation captures much improved coherent vortical
Fig. 8. Our network-based dictionary learning approach. In order to
synthesize high-resolution flow fields, we first prepare a training set of local
patch pairs (yil and y
i
h ) from low- and high-resolution flow simulations
respectively (left); note that the low resolution patches are represented by
our augmented patch vector. With this training data, we learn a residual
dictionary Dh as well as its associated predictor wT (yl ). Given a low reso-
lution flow field, each local patch is fed to the network to predict a set of
sparse coefficient w such that the high resolution patch can be synthesized
using Dh and w added to the upsampled input patch.
structures without obvious noise. While the synthesis results using a
phase-space encoding may be slightly worse than the space-time en-
coded ones in terms of capturing the small-scale vortical structures
of the corresponding high-resolution simulations, this significantly
more general encoding can handle much larger differences (such as
translations of inlets, rotations of obstacles, or even longer simula-
tions than the training examples) in animation inputs.
Vorticity. For flows in general and smoke in particular, the visual
saliency of vorticity is well known. Unsurprisingly, we found benefi-
cial to also add the local vorticity field to the patch encoding: while
this field is technically just a linear operator applied to the vector
field, providing this extra information led to improved visual results,
without hurting the learning rate. Consequently, and except for the
few figures where space-time encoding is demonstrated, we always
use only the last three vector fields and last three vorticity fields as
the patch encoding, i.e., [ytl , yt−1l , yt−2l ,∇×ytl ,∇×yt−1l ,∇×yt−2l ].
Rotation. When synthesizing general flows, the overall flow field
may be rotated compared to the training examples, e.g., when a
coarse flow with an inlet is rotated by 90 degrees or when an ob-
stacle is rotated by 45 degrees. In such a case, training from a set
without this rotation may not lead to accurate results due to a lack of
smoke motion in the proper direction (remember that we synthesize
velocity fields, rather than density fields). To tackle this problem, we
simply add rotated versions of each local patch to the training set.
Several rotation angles can be sampled, for instance, each π/2 rota-
tion for each coordinate direction. Fig. 17 shows a result using such
a phase-space patch encoding including π/2-rotations, with coarse
simulations containing obstacles that are rotated by 45 degrees in
(e) & (f) along different coordinate directions. Fig. 8 summarizes the
overall workflow for synthesizing high-resolution flow fields with
our new network and augmented patch encoding.
3.5 Network learning
The network we just described can be classically trained by provid-
ing a large number of training pairs of coarse and fine simulation
patches (we will discuss how to judiciously select candidate patches
from a set of coarse and fine animation pairs in a later section): the
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Fig. 9. Training convergence. Our progressive training exhibits better
convergence compared to direct, full-parameter learning.
loss function LT (Θ) has to be minimized with respect to all the pa-
rameters stored in Θ, for instance, by the “Adam” method [Kingma
and Ba 2014], with full-parameter update during optimization. How-
ever, a large number of layers and parameters may not produce
good training convergence in case of large variety of motions in the
training set. In order to improve convergence – and thus, induce
better prediction results during synthesis – we can also employ a
progressive learning algorithm similar to [Borgerding et al. 2017]
which performs learning optimization in a cascading way, using the
learned result from the previous layer as part of the initialization
for the learning of the next layer. As the learning of one single layer
involves only a small fully-connected network, and because this cas-
cading approach to learning gradually provides better initialization
than the traditional full-parameter learning, the learning process
turns out to exhibit better convergence.
More specifically, we first initialize all variables randomly in
[−0.01, 0.01] and perform learning for the first layer to find the
optimal parameters Dh , B, S1 and λ1. We then use these parameters
as initialization for the learning phase of the second layer, where
now another set of parameters S2 and λ2 are added (with random
initial values), and this new learning results in another set of opti-
mal parameters for all the variables involved. This process repeats
by adding Si+1 and λi+1 into the learning for the (i+1)-th layer,
with all other parameters from previous layers initialized to the
learning result of the i-the layer, until all the layers in the network
are learned. For each learning phase, we also employ the “Adam”
method [Kingma and Ba 2014]. When using space-time encoding,
we use 90% of the training patches for learning and the remaining
10% for validation; when phase-space encoding is used, we found
preferable to use training patches from several simulation examples,
and use patches from different simulation example for validation to
ALGORITHM 1: Pseudo-code of our progressive learning algorithm.
Set up a parameter set Θ with Dh , B, S1, λ1 and λT+1.
Initialize Θ with random numbers.
For (i= 1; i<T ; i++) // T is the maximum number of layers
Learn Θ for layer i to obtain Dh , B, λT+1, {Sj } and {λj },
j = 1, ..., i .
Add Si+1 and λi+1 into the parameter set Θ .
Initialize Si+1 and λi+1 with random numbers .
End For
Output learned parameters Dh , B, λT+1, {Si } and {λi }, i = 1, ..., T .
Fig. 10. Example of learned dictionary. Visualization of cross-sections
of 3D velocity patches from a portion of the dictionary set.
better test the generalization properties of the training. We obtain
the final learning result once we reached the T -th (final) layer of
the network. Alg. 1 illustrates the pseudo-code for our progressive
learning process with better convergence properties.
We show in Fig. 9 the training loss (blue) as compared to the
traditional training loss using full parameters (red), as well as the
corresponding validation loss (green) during a typical training of
our network. The periodic large peaks indicate a transition from
one layer to the next, where a subset of the randomly initialized
parameters are inserted into the learning, increasing the loss to
a very high value; however, the loss quickly goes back down to
an even smaller value. Compared to full-parameter learning, our
progressive learning method converges to a smaller loss for both
training and validation sets, thus enabling better synthesis results.
At the end of either full-parameter or progressive learning, we ob-
tain all network parameters, including the dictionaries. Fig. 10 shows
a partial visualization of the learned dictionaries through small
cross-sections of selected patches. It should be noted that, although
progressive learning can produce better convergence (and thus bet-
ter synthesis results), it can also be much slower than full-parameter
learning for large training sets. In practice, we compromise between
learning accuracy and efficiency: we use full-parameter learning for
cases where the diversity of the training set is relatively small, and
progressive learning otherwise (see Tab. 1).
3.6 Multiscale network
If our training set has very high diversity, the design of our net-
work described so far may no longer be appropriate as shown in
Fig.11(a) when rotated patches are added for training: if the train-
ing set contains too diverse a set of physical behaviors, Dh be-
comes too complex and can exceed the representability of the net-
work. We could further increase the depth of the network and the
Fig. 11. Original vs.multiscale synthesis. From training simulations only
containing one inlet on the left of the domain, simulating a bottom inlet
produces an adequate, but inaccurate upsampling (a) due to limited rotation
samples; the same simulation using our multiscale network (b) produces a
result much closer to the corresponding fine simulation (c).
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Fig. 12. Multiscale network. To increase the network representability, a multiscale version of our network can be employed. This network structure subdivides
the residual patch into M multiple scales, and each scale is represented and learned by our original network. The synthesis result is obtained by summing
together all the components that each of these subnetworks synthesizes.
size of the dictionary to increase the network capacity to handle
more complex representations, but at the expense of significantly
increased training and synthesis times. Instead, motivated by multi-
resolution analysis, we decompose Dh into multiple scales (compo-
nents): Dh = D0h + D
1
h + ... + D
M
h , where each scale is represented
by our previous LISTA-like network, resulting in a multiscale net-
work as depicted in Fig. 12. Even if each sub-network is rather
simple in its number of layers and dictionary size (and thus limited
in its complexity of representation), the cumulative complexity of
the resultingM-scale network is significantly increased. While the
learning phase of this multiscale network could still follow the same
progressive optimization process as we described above, we found
it very slow to converge compared to a full-parameter optimization,
for only a marginal gain in final loss. Thus, all of our examples
based on a multiscale network (i.e., Figs. 1(a)&(b), 11, 17 and 18)
were trained via full-parameter optimization, with M = 2 since a
two-level hierarchy proved sufficient in practice. Fig. 11(b) shows
the synthesis from such a multiscale network when rotated patches
are added to the training set, indicating that much better results can
be obtained with this multiscale extension when compared to the
corresponding fine physical simulation shown in Fig.11(c).
3.7 Assembly of training set
For network training, we need to prepare a large number of training
pairs of corresponding low-resolution and high-resolution patches.
The patch size should be carefully chosen to tune efficiency and
visual coherence. Too small a size may not capture sufficient struc-
tures, whereas too large a size may require a very large dictionary
and thus slower training and more non-zero coefficients during syn-
thesis, hampering the overall computational efficiency. In practice,
we found that a low-resolution patch size of n=5 (and whichever
high-resolution size this corresponds to depending on the amount
of upsampling targeted) is a good compromise, and all our results
were generated with this patch size.
In general, these small patches should come from a set of different
simulation sequences with different boundary conditions, obstacles,
or physical parameters to offer enough diversity for our training
approach to learn from. The training patch pairs are then automati-
cally selected from these sequences. Instead of using the entire set
of local patches from all sequences, we found that proper patch
sub-selection is important for efficiency: getting a good diversity of
patches gives better guidance for the network training and higher
convergence, thus producing better synthesis results. We thus adopt
an importance sampling strategy [Kim and Delaney 2013], where a
Fig. 13. Importance sampling for training. We select our training
patches based on an importance sampling calculated from smoke density
and local strain, where darker colors indicate higher importance (hence
more selected patches); red dots show selected training patch centers.
Fig. 14. Patch blending. 2D illustration of 4D convolution for overlapped
patches: (a) patches are laid out with overlapping, where overlapped regions
are in orange; (b) for each node in the overlapped region, the overlapping
space is shown along the τ direction, where the center of coordinate in that
space is placed at the patch with no overlap, see the dotted line in (a).
Poisson-disk driven selection of patches is done with a probability
distribution based on the density of smoke (i.e., on the local number
of passive tracers advected in the flow to visualize the smoke) on
either low- or high-resolution simulations: in essence, we favor the
regions where smoke is likely to be or to accumulate during an
animation to better learn what is visually most relevant. Another
criterion of visual importance that we found interesting to leverage
during patch selection is a large local strain rate: since turbulent
flows are particularly interesting due to their small scale structures,
targeting predominantly these regions where wisps of smoke are
likely to be present allows the network to better synthesize these
salient features. Fig. 13 shows an illustration of such an importance
sampling, where color luminosity indicates sampling importance.
3.8 High-resolution flow synthesis
After learning, the network automatically predicts high-resolution
patches from low-resolution input ones by evaluating the local
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Items Fig. 1(a) & Fig. 17 Fig. 1(b) & Fig. 18 Fig. 1(c) & Fig. 20 Fig. 19 Fig. 15(d) Fig. 15(e) Fig. 15(f)
Resolution (coarse) 50×50×50 50×50×50 100×50×100 30×90×90 25×37×25 25×37×25 25×37×25
Resolution (fine) 200×200×200 200×200×200 400×200×400 120×360×360 50×75×50 100×150×100 200×300×200
Network structure multiscale multiscale single scale single scale single scale single scale single scale
Learning method full-parameter full-parameter progressive progressive progressive progressive progressive
Patch encoding method phase-space phase-space space-time space-time space-time space-time space-time
Dictionary size 800 800 800 800 400 400 400
Network memory size 49M 49M 22M 22M 4M 8M 9M
Training setup time 16 hours 20 hours 8 hours 6 hours 2 hours 3 hours 5 hours
Training time 72 hours 65 hours 37 hours 31 hours 15 hours 19 hours 27 hours
Time cost (coarse) 0.06 sec. 0.06 sec. 0.12 sec. 0.09 sec. 0.02 sec. 0.02 sec. 0.02 sec.
Time cost (fine) 9.7 sec. 9.7 sec. 75.9 sec. 20.1 sec. 0.07 sec. 0.89 sec. 11.2 sec.
Time (upsampling) 2.9 sec. 2.9 sec. 3.48 sec. 1.75 sec. 0.04 sec. 0.12 sec. 0.77 sec.
Speed-up 3.3 3.3 21.8 11.5 1.8 7.4 14.5
Table 1. Statistics.We provide in this table the parameters, timings and memory use per frame for various smoke animations shown in this paper.
sparse weights that best reconstruct the dynamical surrounding of
each patch. To further improve spatial coherency, we evaluate over-
lapping high-resolution patches, then blending of the overlapped re-
gions (see orange regions in Fig. 14(a) as an example) is performed (in
parallel) to ensure a smooth global reconstruction. Different blend-
ing approaches could be used; we settled on a convolution-based
method as follows. We consider the synthesized velocity u(x,τ ) in
overlapped regions as a 4D function separately in 3D space (x) and
an overlapping space coordinate (τ ) (see Fig. 14(b)), and employ a
4D Gaussian kernel G(σx,στ ) to do the convolution, with σx and
στ the standard deviations for spatial and overlapping domains re-
spectively. We set σx=2.5 and στ =1.5 in all our experiments. Since
the whole convolution is separable, it can be formulated as:
u(x,τ ) ← G(στ ) ∗ [G(σx) ∗ u(x,τ )] . (10)
This means that we first conduct a 3D convolution in the spatial
domain followed by a 1D convolution in overlapping space after
local patch prediction to obtain the final synthesized result for the
whole high-resolution field.
4 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
While our approach can handle basically any dictionary or patch
size, we discuss the various choices of implementation parameters
we used in our examples next for reproducibility.
Learning parameters. The dictionary size can be arbitrarily set,
with larger size providing better results but slower training. We set
it to 800 in the generalized synthesis case; other synthesis cases
can be seen in Tab. 1. As a rule of thumb, we recommend slightly
larger values for higher Reynolds numbers — and conversely, smaller
values for lower Reynolds numbers — to adapt to the complexity
of the flow. For generalized synthesis with large variation of flow
conditions compared to the training simulations (see, e.g., Fig. 1(a)
& Fig. 17), we used 22M patches (selected via importance sampling
from 800 frames across different simulations) to learn our dictionary
and LISTA-like sparse coding layers; for more restricted synthesis
caseswhere the variation of flow conditions is not too significant, the
number of training patches can be lower: we used 15M for Fig. 1(b)
& Fig. 18; for re-simulation where there is only slight variation of
the flow and obstacle positions, the number of training patches can
be even lower: we used only 3M patches for Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 20.
Training details. In our implementation, we combine all patches
that were collected for training to form a large matrix as input.
The learning process is then achieved by a series of matrix prod-
ucts, which are evaluated in parallel by CUDA with the CUBLAS
library [Nvidia 2008]. During learning, since we need to compute the
gradient tensor which is extremely large, we sample 4096 patches
for its computation. The learning rate h involved in the parameter
matrix B is dynamically changed: initially, it is given a relatively
large value, e.g., h= 0.0001; as iterations converge with this fixed
h, we further decrease it until final convergence, i.e., when further
reducing h does not change the loss anymore.
Synthesis. The synthesis process is also implemented by a series
of matrix products in parallel. We first collect all overlapped local
patches to form a large matrix as input, and then go through the
network by a series of parallel matrix calculations for synthesizing
the high-resolution patches. A parallel convolution in overlapped re-
gions is finally performed to obtain the synthesized high-resolution
field, in which passive tracers can then be advected to render the
smoke. As for time discretization, we used a simple setup in which
every simulation uses ten time steps between rendered frames to
offer a good approximation of the flow to carry particles for smoke
visualization. We then upsample every third coarse step to offer a
good advection approximation with three upsampled vector fields
between two high-resolution rendered frames.
Libraries andmemory requirements. Our learningwas implemented
with TensorFlow [Abadi et al. 2016] on a server with NVIDIA P40
GPUs, each with a total memory of 24GB. For large training set
(larger in size than the allowable GPU memory), we perform out-
of-core computing by evaluating the loss and gradient with several
passes and data loads. The synthesis process was implemented on a
basic workstation equipped with an NVIDIA TITAN X GPU with
12GBmemory. The final rendering is achieved with a particle smoke
renderer [Zhang et al. 2015] together with the NVIDIA OptiX ray-
tracing engine [Parker et al. 2010], which usually takes about 40 sec-
onds to render one frame of animation for a resolution of 1280× 720
as the output image with multisample anti-aliasing (3 × 3 samples
per each output pixel), and with a maximum number of particles
equal to 1.5 × 107. After learning, the whole network (including the
resulting dictionary) takes up a total size of approximately 50MB
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Fig. 15. Different upsampling factors. From the low resolution (25 × 37 × 25) smoke flow shown as an inset, the corresponding fine (top) and synthesized
(bottom) animations are shown at different resolutions: (a/d) 50 × 75 × 50, (b/e) 100 × 150 × 100 and (c/f) 200 × 300 × 200.
Fig. 16. Speedup. Comparison of performance under different resolutions
for the upsampling example in Fig. 15 with restricted synthesis; gray curve
indicates numerical simulation time at different resolutions, while red curve
displays coarse simulation plus synthesis time for the same resolutions.
for the generalized synthesis case (Fig. 17); for the network size of
other synthesis cases, refer to Table. 1 for more specific details.
Timings and resulting compression. As for timings, using the largest
training set of patches in the generalized synthesis case (Fig. 17)
resulted in a 72-hour training phase. For more restricted cases, it
takes an average of approximately 50 hours to train the network. In
the very restricted re-simulation case, 15 hours are typically needed
for training. During synthesis, it only takes between 1 to 3 sec-
onds to synthesize one time step of a high resolution simulation
(200 × 200 × 200) from a low resolution input (50 × 50 × 50). The
high-resolution flow synthesis after network learning is then much
faster (often by an order of magnitude or more) than the correspond-
ing physical simulation (see Fig. 16 for performance acceleration
under different synthesis resolutions corresponding to Fig. 15). In
addition, memory requirement is also significantly reduced; e.g.,
a high-resolution simulation typically requires from 1600MB to
3200MB at the resolution of 200 × 200 × 200 (depending on the
solver), while its low-resolution simulation only requires 25MB to
50MB at the resolution of 50 × 50 × 50, and in the generalized syn-
thesis (Fig. 17), the whole network only requires a total of 49MB for
synthesizing the high-resolution simulation. Our network learning
can thus be considered as a storage-efficient spatial and temporal
compressor of fluid flows.
5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We now discuss the various results presented in this paper. Most of
the datasets used for training the network and synthesizing our re-
sults were collected from the recent kinetic fluid simulation method
by [Li et al. 2018], due to its accurate simulation of turbulent flows.
However, our method is not restricted to a specific fluid solver: we
can start from an arbitrary set of time-varying vector fields.
5.1 Results in various scenarios
We review our results according to the three different scenarios we
described earlier, allowing for different generalization behaviors
and synthesis accuracy.
Generalized synthesis. Arguably the most general approach for
upsampling is to collect a large set of training patches from a va-
riety of simulations covering very different flow conditions. We
demonstrate in Fig. 17 that, while this is resource intensive as it
seemingly requires a good sampling of smoke behaviors for different
parameters of the scene (here, inlet position and diameter, obstacle
position, size and orientation, etc), even only two example simula-
tions (Fig. 17(a)) containing completely different configurations of
ball obstacles is enough to train our dictionary-based upsampling
process: the resulting network can handle very different coarse
simulations, including changing the shape of the ball (Fig. 17(b)),
shifting the inlet position while increasing the simulation dura-
tion (Fig. 17(c)), removing some of the ball obstacles (Fig. 17(d)),
as well as rotating the ball obstacles by 45 degrees (Fig. 17(e)&(f);
this configuration is not present in the training set since only 90-
degree patch rotations are involved in the training set). Although
the synthesized high-resolution simulations are unlikely to match
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Fig. 17. Generalized synthesis. From two simulation examples containing different numbers of ball obstacles (a), our network-based approach can upsample
(with ratio 64=4×4×4) coarse simulations where we can change the shape of the ball (b), move the inlet position with longer simulation time (c), remove ball
obstacles from the training set (d), and rotate the ball obstacles (e) & (f), to show the generalizability of our network.
Fig. 18. Restricted synthesis. From a series of input coarse/fine animation sequences with only changes of the inlet size (a), our network-based approach can
upsample smoke simulations (with ratio 64=4×4×4) with arbitrary inlet sizes in between those used in the training set: (b) & (d) for two different inlet sizes
not present in the training set. Compared to the corresponding ground-truth numerical simulations (c) & (e), our synthesized results share close resemblance.
their corresponding fine physical simulations closely, the trained
network captures complex and plausible vortex structures, far better
than if only noise-like high-frequency structures were added to the
coarse simulations. This illustrates the power of our approach: a few
training simulations can already serve as a decent learning catalog
to upsample a coarse simulation.
Restricted synthesis. For better training and synthesis with the
same or less computing resources as in the previous generalized
synthesis case, we can reduce the variety of training simulations.
For example, for the jet-flow smoke shown in Fig. 18, we collect
training patches from simulations using four different inlet sizes
only, with phase-space encoding and with inlet size as an additional
patch code, to synthesize high-resolution simulation results from a
coarse simulation with an arbitrary inlet size in between those used
in the training set. Here, the training set shown in Fig. 18 contains
different smoke simulations with the largest inlet nearly twice as
large as the smallest one, with two additional inlet sizes in between
them, to produce a total of four simulation sequences, from which
training patches are sampled. Comparing to the high-resolution
simulations as a reference (Figs. 18(c) & (e)), the synthesized high-
resolution flows contain vortex structures closely resembling the
real, fine simulations. Similar restricted cases, e.g., where we change
the position or size of the obstacle in the flow, can be done as well.
Re-simulation. In the extreme, we can use training patches sam-
pled from a single simulation, and the final synthesized high-resolution
simulation can be considered as a re-simulation based on a quickly-
evaluated coarse simulation for which the user has performed very
small changes on the initial and/or boundary conditions, see Figs. 19
& 20. This re-simulation case is much narrower in its applicabil-
ity for upsampling, but can produce near-perfect synthesis results,
achieving simulations that are very close in their vortical structures
(see the secondary vortices in Figs. 19 & 20) to their corresponding
physical simulations. The quality depends of course on the underly-
ing Reynolds number, though: the lower the Reynolds number, the
closer the synthesized simulation to its fine simulation counterpart.
Please check our supplementary video to see results for these three
types of flow synthesis, with comparisons to their corresponding high-
resolution simulations.
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Fig. 19. Smoke shooting. From a low-resolution (30 × 90 × 90) simulation input (a), our synthesized smoke (b) at high resolution (120 × 360 × 360), vs. the
high-resolution simulation (c) for reference. Despite a factor of 64 (4 × 4 × 4) in resolution ratio, visually important structures (e.g., the secondary vortex ring
marked with a red box) which were not in the coarse simulation (a) but present in the fine simulation are well captured.
Fig. 20. Vortex rings colliding. From a low-resolution (100× 50× 100) simulation input (a), our synthesized smoke (b) at high resolution (400× 200× 400), vs.
the high-resolution simulation (c) for reference. Despite a factor of 64 (4 × 4 × 4) in resolution ratio, we can still faithfully capture the obviously important
vortex structures (e.g., the first (red box) and secondary (blue box) vortices, with leapfrogging in the center) present in the fine simulation.
Fig. 21. Spectral behavior.We plot the energy spectra for a low-resolution
simulation (red), a high-resolution simulation (gray) and our synthesized
flow (blue) with respect to wavenumber k , and from two types of synthesis
methods: (a) generalized synthesis, and (b) re-simulation. Although both
the low-resolution energy spectra fluctuate significantly for large k , our net-
work can faithfully produce spectra close to its high-resolution simulation
counterparts below a critical wavenumbers (dotted lines).
5.2 Synthesis accuracy
As we highlighted early on, the technique proposed in this paper is
not intended to generate high-resolution flow fields in close agree-
ment to their physical simulations in all cases. Since we target
visually realistic smoke animations for relatively high Reynolds
numbers, our method only ensures that faithful or plausible fine
vortex structures present in the related physical simulations be gen-
erated from the coarse input, without noticeable artifacts. There are
several factors that affect the synthesized results. The two main pa-
rameters are the dictionary size and the number of network layers,
which both influence the dimensionality of the space of synthesized
patches. For flows with higher Reynolds numbers, one should use
larger dictionary size since the local structures tend to be more
complex, but larger dictionary size may lead to slower synthesis.
Another factor is how the training patches are sampled from the in-
put coarse-fine animation pairs. In general, our method can capture
most high-resolution flow structures, but our importance sampling
may miss vortices that are only active for a very short period of
time, and therefore, our synthesis will not capture them properly by
lack of training. To a certain extent, the user may define a different
notion of importance that highlights the most desirable features
that synthesis is expected to recover.
Energy spectrum. One of the important measures of accuracy, par-
ticularly for turbulent flows, is the energy spectrum. Here, we show
the spectral behavior in Fig. 21 for the generalized synthesis (a) and
re-simulation (b) cases. Below a certain critical wavenumber (indi-
cated via dotted lines), both spectra plots match the corresponding
simulationswell, indicating that both types of synthesis methods can
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Fig. 22. Synthesis error over time steps. In (a), we plot relative errors for
a generalized synthesis result (where the error is expected to be the largest),
with a red curve for the error between our synthesized and high-resolution
simulated flows, and a gray curve for the error between the coarse and fine
simulations. In (b), we plot the error for upsampling the same low-resolution
simulation input (25×37×25), this time to different high resolutions, where
dotted lines indicate error between coarse and fine simulations as reference.
retain large-scale vortex structures present in the high-resolution
simulations, and re-simulation has a higher critical wavenumber,
meaning that it can better capture small-scale vortex structures.
Synthesis error over time steps. Another way to assess the accu-
racy of our synthesis result is to compute the mean squared error of
velocity fields normalized with respect to the numerical simulation
at the same high resolution. Fig. 22 plots the resulting error varia-
tions over different time steps for the generalized synthesis case, as
well as for different resolution ratios. We also plot the error between
coarse and fine simulations as a reference to better illustrate our
synthesis accuracy. Our synthesis error remains relatively small and
bounded over time for these test cases.
Vortex structure preservation. While our approach captures de-
tailed vortex structures close to their fine simulation counterparts,
our synthesis results sometimes exhibit crisper volutes, with less
apparent diffusion in the rendered smoke compared to real physi-
cal simulations. Two reasons explain this behavior: first, physical
simulations can capture vortices with smaller scales which locally
diffuse the smoke particles more than in the synthesized results;
second, our network does not perfectly ensure spatial and temporal
coherence between patches, and small mismatch between nearby
patches can create local vorticity that attract smoke particles rather
than diffuse them. One could add a local diffusion to simply coun-
teract this effect; we kept all our results ‘as is’, because a crisper
look is, in fact, visually more attractive, and we also did not want
to alter the results with post-processing in any way, which could
obfuscate the interpretation of our results. It may also be noted
that high-resolution structures are often synthesized even if the
low-resolution simulation has seemingly not even any smoke in
the area (see the trailing wisps in Fig. 15 or the rising plumes in
Fig. 19): as we synthesize a high-resolution velocity field directly
rather than smoke density, low-resolution flows can have small
velocity variations in regions where no smoke particles were driven
towards, but our network has learned that these velocity configura-
tions become, in fact, full-blown smoke structures at high resolution.
Synthesis over different resolutions. We tried upsampling up to
a ratio of 8 in each dimension, and obtained reasonable synthesis
results as demonstrated in Fig. 15. Note however that our learning
framework does not currently support upsampling to arbitrary res-
olutions for a given training set: we can only upsample with the
same resolution ratio as the training set we are given.
5.3 Generalizability
As described earlier, we classify our upsampling task into three
types: a generalized synthesis, where after training from a varied
set of simulation examples, smoke simulations can be quickly gen-
erated from a coarse input through “interpolation” (and moderate
“extrapolation”) from the training simulations; a restricted synthesis,
where after training from a more restricted set of simulation exam-
ples, high-resolution smoke animations can be quickly generated
from a coarse input through mostly “interpolation” of the training
simulations; and finally, a re-simulation synthesis, where a given
coarse-fine animation pair is used to train the network, and one can
very quickly explore tiny changes in the coarse input to regenerate
re-simulations. Obviously, the last type is most accurate when com-
pared to the associated fine simulation, while the first one is likely
to be the least accurate, particularly for high Reynolds numbers
where turbulence is to be expected. Several examples of upsampling
we show in this paper were designed to illustrate how our approach
can generalize a smoke flow based on the training set, and does not
suffer from overfitting issues. The generalized synthesis of Fig. 17,
for instance, relies only on two training simulations, one using a
single sphere obstacle, and the second one using a set of 5 spheres
placed on a common vertical plane. Synthesizing upsampled flows
from these two sequences with significant variations of the initial
conditions (e.g., by either adding/removing ball obstacles, changing
the obstacle shape, or rotating the 5-ball configuration by an angle)
lead to visually plausible results. At the other end of the spectrum,
even very restricted re-simulation examples in Figs. 19 and 20 ex-
hibit some amount of both “interpolation” and “extrapolation” from
the original simulation: recall that the training for re-simulation
uses only a small subset of all patches, sampled over time and space;
so a synthesized re-simulation must rely on linear combinations of
these patches, instead of directly replaying the fine animation.
5.4 Comparison with other upsampling approaches
There are very few previous works that can synthesize well high-
resolution flow fields from low-resolution simulation inputs based
on a neural network. The most relevant approach, proposed by Chu
et al. [2017], used a CNN-based feature descriptor to synthesize
high-resolution smoke details, also based on a local patch-based
synthesis scheme. However, they rely on a nearest-neighbor search
during synthesis, which vastly restricts the space of synthesized flow
structures and makes the animation results often visually unnatural:
smoke structures appear biased towards particular directions; for
example, see Fig. 12 in their paper.
Another relevant recent work is tempoGAN network [Xie et al.
2018], which also targets high-resolution simulations from coarse
inputs; however, unlike our work where the low-resolution input is
obtained from coarse numerical simulations, they target the upsam-
pling of a downsampled version of a high resolution flow simulation,
which has the advantage of keeping the main vortical structures
mostly unchanged, just like in image upsampling. However, this
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(a) Downsampled input (b) tempoGAN result
(c) Our result (d) High-resolution animation
Fig. 23. From downsampled to upsampled flows. From a smoke anima-
tion computed from a downsampled (4 times along each dimension) fine
animation, tempoGAN [Xie et al. 2018] can make the smoke look sharper
(b), but fail to capture the correct dynamics of the fine simulation (d); our
approach, instead, captures the smoke animation much more closely.
is quite unreasonable for flow simulation upsampling: as we have
demonstrated, turbulent flow structures often differ significantly
from their fine counterparts when computed on coarser resolutions,
see Figs. 2 and 19 for instance. In addition, their method is much
slower than ours: they require around 12 s. to synthesize a flow at a
resolution of 200×200×200, while ours takes merely 3 s. (both were
computed on GPU for fairness of evaluation).
Nevertheless, we tried to apply our approach using a downsam-
pled version of a fine simulation in Fig. 23 to offer a visual com-
parison between the tempoGAN network synthesis and ours. For
a downsampled input (Fig. 23(a)), the tempoGAN network adds
details to make the low-resolution smoke sharper (Fig. 23(b)), but
as discussed in their paper, it may introduce undesirable structures;
it may also be difficult to capture the vortical structures coming
from the dynamic instabilities of the related high-resolution simula-
tion (Fig. 23(d)). In stark contrast, our network synthesis faithfully
captures the main structure of the high-resolution flow (Fig. 23(c)),
at a fraction of the execution time of tempoGAN. Now, if a coarse
numerical simulation is used as an input as in Fig. 24, our approach
still significantly outperforms tempoGAN: even if our approach
uses a single training simulation (of smoke rising over a simple
sphere), a downsampled input of a flow around a bunny leads to
an upsampled animation far closer to the real fine simulation than
what tempoGAN offers.
Fig. 24. Comparisonwith tempoGANnetwork.Weperform upsampling
comparison from a low-resolution numerical simulation input (50×50×50)
between the tempoGAN network [Xie et al. 2018] and ours, both at the
resolution of 200×200×200: (a) low-resolution numerical simulation input;
(b) tempoGAN upsampling result; (c) our network upsampling result; (d)
the ground-truth fine numerical simulation.
Fig. 25. Potential limitations. If we train our network on a flow over a
sphere, upsampling a coarse animation of a turbulent flow over a bunny-
shaped obstacle (a) can lead to significant inaccuracy (b) compared to the
ground-truth solution (c): the training patches from the coarse simulation
are simply not diverse enough to offer a good prediction.
5.5 Limitations
Our method is not without limitations, however. One cannot ex-
pect poorly-chosen training sets to provide predictive upsampling as
we now detail to help understand what to expect from our approach.
First, our local patch approach cannot guarantee a perfect spatial
and temporal coherence in the results — although visual artifacts
are all but impossible to notice in practice. Note that the patch co-
herence is strongly related to the generalization property of the
network. If a coarse input patch deviates significantly from the
training patches, it will then be difficult to represent as a meaning-
ful combination of training patches; the network behavior in this
case is not quite predictable, and incoherence is likely to occur. In
such a case, nearby mismatched patches may create large velocity
gradients (along with a strong vorticity) in the overlapped regions,
which will attract smoke particles and result in very thin and unnat-
ural smoke features — see for instance Fig. 25, where we train our
network with a simple flow simulation around a ball obstacle, but
synthesize a fast, turbulent flow around a bunny-shaped obstacle.
More generally, very turbulent flows are simply difficult to upsample
accurately: since they are chaotic, an arbitrary coarse simulation
may contain patches widely different from even a large sample of
training patches. Moreover, the difference between coarse and fine
turbulent flows may increase exponentially over time, adding an
additional difficulty for such fast flows. However, if the coarse inputs
are downsampled versions of fine simulations like it was assumed
in tempoGAN [Xie et al. 2018], these inputs are of course much
more “predictive” of the motion even in the case of turbulent flows,
and our approach indeed outperforms tempoGAN in this specific
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super-resolution case, see Fig. 23.
Second, since the high-frequency components are synthesized
by our network without a strict enforcement of divergence-free
condition, it also does not guarantee the incompressibility of our
results; however, given that the coarse simulation is incompress-
ible by construction and that we enforce a near divergence-free
dictionary, the resulting high-resolution animation remains nearly
incompressible.
Lastly, our methodmay require a large amount of training patches
to produce accurate results, which causes longer training times,
especially for the generalized synthesis. How to train the network
based on fewer samples is still worth further study. In addition, our
patch sampling used to generate training data does not guarantee
that all important local behaviors are captured; as we discussed
earlier, we believe that our importance sampling strategy could be
further refined to improve generality.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a dictionary-based approach to synthe-
sizing high-resolution flows from low-resolution numerical simula-
tions for the efficient (possibly iterative) design of smoke animation.
In sharp contrast to previous works that only add high-frequencies
through noise or fast procedural models, our approach learns to
efficiently predict the appearance of fine details based on the results
of coarse and fine offline numerical simulations. A novel multi-
scale dictionary learning neural network is formulated based on a
space-time encoding and a phase-space encoding of the flow, and
then trained through a set of coarse and fine pairs of animation
sequences. From any input coarse simulation, a high-resolution
simulation can then be approximated via a sparse representation
of the local patches of the input simulation by simply applying our
trained network per patch, followed by a sparse linear combination
of high-resolution residual patches blended into a high-resolution
grid of velocity vectors. We also highlighted the key advantages of
our method with respect to previous methods that either just added
high-frequency noise or used a very limited space of upsampled
patches, and provided a clear analysis of the possible failure cases
for fast and turbulent flows. We now believe that our use of sparse
combinations of patches from a well-chosen over-complete dictio-
nary offers a rich basis for future neural-network based approaches
to motion generation, not limited to smoke simulations.
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